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“The article on the Redeemer Baptist School’s program that aims to address
healthcare, educational and lifestyle needs of the Barai tribe in PNG filled me
with admiration for what can be achieved if people of goodwill band together
in a mutually beneficial initiative. This is a win-win situation for all involved, as
it demonstrates bridge-building between communities, enriching all partici-
pants in the process. The article outlined aims and achievements, which might
inspire others to launch similar schemes elsewhere in disadvantaged areas.
Congratulations to all concerned and to Sydney Observer for highlighting this
worthwhile activity.”

—Dr Anne Sarzin, Sydney Observer, September 2013

“Sin is not just moral evil but, even more fundamentally, sin is a
deliberate human assault on the established order of creation.”

—William Dumbrell, Genesis 1–11, 2013

“There is compelling evidence that the level of trust among the
members of a school community makes an important difference
to the way they work together and to the social and academic
progress of students.”

—Dean Fink, Professional Educator, June 2013

“Truth without love kills, but love without truth lies.”

—Eberhard Arnold, 1883–1935



The Principal’s Address

a Good School

for

a Good Life

May God give you more and more grace and peace as you
grow in your knowledge of God and Jesus our Lord. By
his divine power, God has given us everything we need for
living a godly life. We have received all of this by coming
to know him, the one who called us to himself by means of
his marvellous glory and excellence. And because of his
glory and excellence, he has given us great and precious
promises. These are the promises that enable you to share
his divine nature and escape the world’s corruption
caused by human desires. (2 Peter 2:2–4)

This is an ancient greeting from Peter, one of Jesus’ apostles, at the beginning

of a general letter that he wrote to all the churches. In this greeting, Peter

upholds the importance of knowledge towards an outcome of grace and peace

in life. And he says that there are great promises available in life. It’s not a silly

statement like ‘you can do anything you want to’ or ‘I promise that you’ll

always be happy’, but it does point to a great outcome in life for all who will

take up the knowledge being offered. And then he says something that will

give comfort to every parent who worries about where their child may end up,

given all the damaging possibilities in life and in our society. Peter says that

there is a way to escape the corruption that is in the world. So this ancient

greeting should give us hope as we look to our role in education—parents and

school together—for our children.

Recently, Billy Graham spoke what is said to be his final message to America.

It is available on the internet under the heading My Hope. Billy Graham is now

95 years old, and when you see this old man speak with a full life of integrity

and wisdom—a life that has been abundantly used by God in many different

countries—this frail old man still speaks with the passion of his youth, with a

longing for all people to discover the hope for life and for eternity which can be

discovered in Jesus Christ. And he is particularly urgent because of the

personal issues that trouble life in affluent America: 7% struggle with

depression and self-harm; 14% are crippled with fear and anxiety; 7% abuse

or are addicted to drugs or alcohol; 3% are grieving the death of family or

friends; and 8% struggle with unemployment.
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Addressing the big questions in education

We can talk upbeat about the society that we are in, but we too have problems

which must be addressed, in education, by big questions: what is the ultimate

purpose of it all; who do our children and young people look to as role models

who will lead them to this purpose; are they being equipped adequately to be

citizens with this ultimate purpose in our future world?

Earlier this year, the NSW Minister for Education released an important

document—a blueprint with his educational vision for this state—which

bears the title Great Teachers Inspired Learning (GTIL). Looking to the

future in our technology dominated age, GTIL focusses on improving the

quality of teachers in NSW to achieve a better outcome for our students,

because:

…the challenges of today’s increasingly complex and global society

require our students to have different competencies and our teachers

to have different capabilities.

The consultative process engaged in by the government towards the

production of this educational blueprint was vast. But I draw your attention to

input from Maree Woods, State President of the Science Teachers’

Association of NSW.

Unfortunately many students do not see the importance of a good

education. The role models for many are often the celebrities and

pseudo celebrities who express shallow messages about fashion and

food and music and lifestyle as the important life choices, and rarely

talk about their education or their intellectual background … As a

society we are constantly bombarded with images of sporting heroes

and media personalities but rarely does news of an intellectual

nature—a Nobel Prize winner or a scientific discovery—grace the

news stories for more than a day.

So we are moving into a technological age but without the role models that

will inspire our children in the academic disciplines that they will need to be

engaged in for this technological age. A recent report by Australia’s Learned

Academies on international comparisons with regard to STEM (Science,

Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) education shows:

…a concerning trend in the senior secondary and undergraduate

tertiary years in Australia away from the sciences and particularly

away from advanced mathematics.

The Australian Industry Group talks of a ‘disturbing picture’ in its research

whereby ‘young people in schools and universities are not acquiring the

STEM skills we need for our future prosperity’ as a nation.
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Assessments of Literacy and Numeracy

And then there is the equally concerning result from the PISA (OECD

Program for International Student Assessment) tests—a bit like an

international NAPLAN for a random selection of 15 year old students in 65

economies around the world!—which shows that Australia is falling behind in

its international ranking. We are now below the top ten nations in reading,

maths and science. Dr Sue Thompson, a Director of the Australian Council

for Educational Research (ACER), is ‘alarmed’ at the results which show that:

Australian Year 4 students have substantial literacy problems.

About a quarter do not meet the intermediate benchmark.

This year, the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) has added to this bleak

picture with the results of its Assessment of Adult Competencies. The ABS

found that:

Approximately 7.3 million (44%) Australians aged 15 to 74 years

had literacy skills at Levels 1 or 2 [the lowest levels] … for the

numeracy scale, approximately 8.9 million (55%) Australians were

assessed at Level 1 or 2.

Put in simple terms, nearly half the country is unable to read, write or add

up—nearly half the country is lacking in the essential skills required either for

employment or to manage personal affairs or even to enjoy reading a good

book! In a report released last month by the Australian Industry Group (AIG),

93% of Australian employers ‘identified a wide range of impacts on their

businesses from low level literacy and numeracy skills’ including ‘inadequate

completion of workplace documents … time wasting … and materials

wastage’. The AIG concludes that low levels of literacy and numeracy

continue to be a major problem in Australia.

Quality Teaching and Quality Learning

This is the context for Australian governments—state and federal—focussing

on school improvement, teacher quality, curriculum and assessment. There is

an educational need which, from a government policy perspective, must be

addressed.

Under legislation passed this year, there is now an explicit agenda for school

improvement in which schools are required to plan for better outcomes in

specific areas, such as quality teaching and quality learning. This year, in the

light of this new requirement, I am pleased to report:

With regard to quality teaching at Redeemer:

1. Phillip Bailey, our Senior Master, has been awarded the high honour of a
Fellowship by the Australian College of Educators for his outstanding
contribution to student learning and teaching practice.
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2. Helen Marsh, our Teacher-Librarian, has this year been congratulated in
the Dean’s List for her information studies at Charles Sturt University.

3. Firth Garth—our Hospitality trainer along with Dr Shaw—has
successfully completed her Certificate III in Commercial Cookery.

4. And two of our newly qualified staff—Joel Poyitt and Mursell Cannon—
were both honoured with Dean’s Medals for their undergraduate degrees
in Science.

And with regard to quality learning at Redeemer:

1. Redeemer students were significantly better represented (again) in the top
bands in NAPLAN literacy and numeracy when compared with the rest of
the state.

2. Redeemer students were also recognised for excellence in subject-specific
awards:

a. Science—two finalists including a national 2nd in the BHP Billiton

Science and Engineering Awards; and a state 2nd in the STANSW

Young Scientist Awards.

b. Writing—two national firsts and a second in the Dorothea Mackellar

Poetry Awards; gold and silver awards in the NSW Board of Studies

WriteOn competition; four prize awards in the Sydney-wide U3A

Writing Competition.

c. History—Year 8 won the History Mastermind, beating Penrith

Selective School.

d. Mathematics—Year 6 Prize Award in the Australian Mathematics

Competition.

e. Athletics—gold, silver and bronze awards in the Primary and

Secondary state level Combined Independent Schools athletics

carnivals.

f. High Distinctions—in inter-school competitions in English,

Mathematics, Computers, Science and Geography.

3. Students with learning needs have received integration support including
specialised, focussed assistance.

To date in Australia, measurement and perception of school improvement is

largely confined to performance rank in tests of literacy and numeracy like

NAPLAN or PISA. And this trend appears to be repeated in the NSW

Minister’s GTIL blueprint for education which mentions: literacy (17 times),

numeracy (15 times), science (2 times) and technology (5 times). But

PDHPE, History, Music, Drama, Dance and Visual Arts are absent from the
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blueprint. Perhaps the NSW agenda is just drawing from NAPLAN

assessment data for literacy and numeracy.

Professor Gordon Stanley—a past President of the NSW Board of Studies

—wrote this year in his introduction to a paper on Reforming Educational

Assessment:

… education systems are being judged on the outcomes of student

performance on standardised tests … given the limited scope of their

coverage of delivered curriculum, such influence is disproportionate

as a proxy for educational outcomes … despite these concerns, rank

position appeals to those who see improving educational outcomes

as a competitive sport between nations.

So, increasingly—in a publicly-driven focus on measurable school improve-

ment—numerical results which can be diminished to a rank in a couple of

tests defines the good school. However—whereas we all want our students to

do well in important tests of knowledge, skills and understandings—as

parents and as teachers we must resist reducing the ultimate outcome of

education to a few marks in a couple of subjects.

A cautionary parallel: asbestos!

Let me suggest a cautionary parallel. Asbestos has been used in human culture

for thousands of years. In the 1800s, its ready availability, low cost and

incredible longevity encouraged use of asbestos as insulation for steam pipes,

turbines and kilns. By the middle of last century—because it was so quick and

easy to use, and because it would last forever—asbestos was being used to

build whole suburbs of houses in Australia. Even when it became well known

that people exposed to asbestos were dying decades later, the product was still

used because it got results. Fibro houses could be built in next to no time at

minimum cost. All eyes were on the measurable results in the short term. But

in the long term, there have already been at least 4,700 deaths from asbestos

related diseases in Australia and it is estimated that there will be more than

25,000 deaths over the next 40 years.

And I believe that—just like the asbestos story—if educational vision is

reduced to bureaucratic demand for a few short-term measurable outcomes,

then the long-term effect will be the loss of ultimate purpose. And this carries a

deadly pathology for students and their future society.

Secularised schools have already imposed on themselves a limited educational

vision. But in Christian schools—in addition to knowledge as facts and

skills—we have knowledge to pass on which points to ultimate purpose. It is a

bold claim to say that we can know truth, but we make this claim on the basis

of what God has revealed in the Bible. Furthermore, we are bold enough to say

that we know—in broad principles—how people ought to live in this world;
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that is, within the boundaries of the truth that we know, we also have an

obligation to love.

Hugh Mackay: The Good Life

Australia’s most prominent social researcher, Hugh Mackay, published a

book this year about The Good Life. We’re tempted to think that Mackay is

talking about a happy, self-directed life without restrictions—a Utopian life.

But Mackay says that this ‘Utopia complex’ is a Western disease: perfect teeth,

the botoxed perfect unlined face, the perfect marriage, the perfect school.

And yet, the more you examine our Utopian fantasies and our

energetic attempts to turn them into reality, the more you wonder if

the very things we’re so desperate to acquire as symbols of this

imagined good life may be insulating us from deeper and more

enduring satisfactions, fuelling our dreams while limiting our

vision, encouraging us to settle for the most trivial and fleeting

meanings of ‘good’.

To live a ‘good’ life presumes that we can know what is good. And if there is a

‘good’ life, then a ‘good’ school will have the goal of a ‘good’ life for its

students. This is why, in our vision for a good school at Redeemer, we must

keep in focus the ultimate purpose of a good Creator placing us humans in

His good creation with a distinctive role for us that He has revealed in the

Bible.

Hence, in addition to the important pursuit of excellence in literacy and

numeracy and, indeed, in all of the curriculum—in addition to focussing on

quality teaching and quality learning—there are distinctive domains of

knowledge and life that a Christian school should place in the centre of its

curriculum as we pursue for our students not merely their dreams but, more

importantly, the ‘good’ in and through their life.

Knowing the truth sets us free

Truth is more than personal opinion.

A couple of months ago, one of our past students—now a teacher at

Redeemer—was asked to give a talk about teaching to a group of

undergraduate students at Macquarie University. The next day, he received

an email from a postdoctoral research fellow which said:

I didn’t get much of a chance to chat with you after your talk last

night … the fact that your school has half the year go on to study

physics is seriously incredible! I also wanted to say well done on

answering the question about religion and science. As a committed

Catholic it’s a topic close to my heart and I thought you gave a

superb answer: calm, sincere and straight to the point. In a world of
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increasingly militant atheism (particularly in universities), strong,

rational voices for Christianity are well-needed. Good on you!!

In a recent Q&A, an English journalist who has turned from being a Marxist

revolutionary to Christianity—Peter Hitchens—was asked this question: Is it

not desirable that we have moved out of a world of black and white into one of

technicolour?. This was his answer.

You seem to be suggesting that somehow a world in which people

don’t fulfil their obligations to their children, desert their marriages,

don’t keep to the laws, are increasingly selfish and follow their own

desires and abandon all kinds of ideas of self-restraint and patience

is a better world than one where those things actually ruled, and I

don’t agree with you. The fact that the world is technicolour …

doesn’t seem to me to be an improvement.

The loss of truth in postmodern Australia has led to losses in our humanity.

Specifically, loss of truth in relationships is robbing our children of the best

environment for their upbringing. A recent American publication endorsed by

the Catholic Archbishop of New York says:

… the world is in crisis because we do not love our children enough

… because of divorce and remarriage, cohabitation, and same-sex

unions, the word ‘family’ is used for almost everything … Deep

down we all long for the family as God created it, and it is this

God-given family order that can bring stability back to our culture

and our children.

At Redeemer, we say that there is a knowledge that sits over the knowledge

that can be acquired in the syllabuses of school learning, a knowledge that is

available to all—a knowledge that is not privileged to the clever—a knowledge

that is both absolutely true but also personal.

Jesus said, ‘I am the way, the truth, and the life’. Jesus also said to those who

believe in Him, ‘You are truly my disciples if you remain faithful to my

teachings. And you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free.’ This

knowledge that is above all the syllabuses is knowing, personally, Jesus as the

Son of God. And this knowledge is filled with hope, because: Jesus offers us

forgiveness for anything that we have done wrong; and Jesus gives us a new

chance today to live a good life because He will show us what is good! This

hope in the One who is the truth who sets us free, this is the overarching

knowledge in a good school for a good life.

Living in the truth obliges us to love

If we have no confidence about what is true, then there are no absolute

guidelines about how to act. William Lane Craig, an American philosophy

professor, said in a recent Australian tour:
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I don’t think that there’s any ultimate meaning or significance to

life on the atheistic view … In the absence of God to serve as a

transcendent plumbline for right and wrong, good and evil, moral

values are just the subjective by-products of biological evolution and

social conditioning … objective good and evil simply do not exist.

But if truth is found in knowing Jesus Christ, then we respond to truth from

our innermost being—from our hearts—and we will then do the good things

that we were made to do.

At the beginning of the year, one of our Year 12 students was a finalist in the

BHP Billiton Science Awards. As a finalist, he was invited to participate—all

expenses paid—in a science camp run by BHP in Melbourne. He was

applauded in the media for his innovative thermal monitoring device which

detects the presence of a child left in a car. Incidentally, this device could have

prevented the tragedy of a young life that perished in Perth in October when a

father forgot that he had left his child in his car instead of dropping him off at

the childcare centre. But, in addition to pursuing an award for his research

efforts, our Year 12 student was assisting a student on the camp from another

school who had a dyspraxia disorder which involved problems with

movement, processing and other cognitive skills. When the camp was over, we

received this email from the other boy’s mother:

I just wanted to say thank you to your student for everything he did

for my son during the camp. My son has told me how your student

made sure that he was always included and even collected samples

from the labs they visited for him so that he didn’t miss out. Your

student is an exceptional young man who must make his school and

family proud.

At an interview recently, an Aunty told me that children she sent back home

overseas from Redeemer at the end of their schooling were changed people.

She said that selective schools are good at teaching students to be selfish with

what they know. But the Aunty’s neice and nephew who had studied at

Redeemer discovered that there is joy in serving—simple things, like joy in

cooking a meal for their parents and not just expecting to be served by

everyone around them.

Jesus commands us to love others, including our enemies—to ‘do good’—

just like He loves us. And Jesus says that ‘a good person produces good things

from the treasury of a good heart’. Hugh Mackay finishes his book on The

Good Life with these words:

No one can promise you that a life lived for others will bring you a

deep sense of satisfaction, but it’s certain nothing else will.
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This is the vision that Redeemer has for our students: knowing truth, we hope

that they will produce good things from the treasury of good hearts for the

benefit of others.

Only the meek shall inherit the earth

I started with that wonderful greeting from Peter’s letter to all who believe in

Jesus. Peter said that as we grow in knowing Jesus, our life becomes good:

there is more grace and peace. So we have this wonderful opportunity in a

Christian school to explore ultimate truths that will govern and inspire a good

life. But this doesn’t mean that we have cause to boast in ourselves! We have

confidence in our knowledge of truth because we have received the word of

God. We can live a good life because God gives us everything that we need to

live in the truth with love.

The Full of Promise United Nations report is about protecting children

affected by conflict. The parents of Thomas Kelly were devastated by the loss

of their son’s young life which they said was ‘full of promise’. Our hearts go

out to parents of children who suffer—wherever they are in the world—

because we are reminded of the promise that is imparted by the gift of life to

our own children. And, indeed, the Apostle Peter says that God has made

‘great and precious promises’ for us. Ultimately, the promise is that we will

inherit the earth along with Jesus.

But it takes humility to walk into this good life. It takes humility to receive

truth from God in His word—the Bible—rather than determining truth for

ourselves. It takes humility to depend on God for the good that we are called

to do, rather than making ourselves the hero. It takes humility to receive the

promise that God has for our children, rather than ambitiously forging a path

for them that makes us proud.

Johann Arnold is a writer and pastor whose down-to-earth perspective has

helped to sell more than a million copies of his books in twenty languages. He

wrote in a book published last year:

Few parents and educators even consider what God might have in

mind for a particular child. But it is God, and not we, who created

our children. He created each one, and our children will become

themselves only if they are allowed to develop according to his will.

So a good school will be like a good parent. Our goal for our children will be

the prayer that Jesus taught us: ‘Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven.’

And as we teach all the key learning areas, we have this promise from the Bible

that is good for us and our students:

And we know that all things work together for good to those who

love God, to those who are the called according to His purpose.
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This promise gives us confidence in the possibility of a good life outcome for

our students.

Redeemer Student Achievements In 2013

In this good life that we have enjoyed at Redeemer this year, there have been

significant student achievements.

History Mastermind

• Georgina Garth, Richard Garth, Natasha Pereira, James Poyitt and
Samuel Suresh won the Year 8 Award—with Penrith Selective School as
runner-up.

Australian Mathematics Competition

• Jiwon Cha won a Year 6 prize award.

BHP Billiton Science and Engineering Awards

• Afework Assefa won second place in the Engineering category.

• Tristan Forrester was a national secondary finalist.

STANSW Young Scientist Awards

• Dylan Sury won second place in Models & Inventions, Years 7–9.

Dorothea Mackellar Poetry Competition

• Benjamin Gibson won the LA & SE Secondary category and featured on
both Radio National Bush Telegraph and Melbourne television with a
reading of his poem. Benjamin’s poem was also featured in the Sydney
Observer.

• Alpay Filizkok won the LA & SE Primary category and featured on the
Melbourne television program Today’s Schools with a reading of his
poem.

• Theophilus Din was second in Australia in the LA & SE Secondary
category.

• Lachlan Bolton, Dylan Sury, Jason Lee, Anthony Bolton, Ali Jiwani and
Didem Aras were Highly Commended.

• Jason Chan, Drake Dik, Nicolas Marchant, Andy Park, Katherine Allen,
Kaan Gulasi, Melisa Denizli, Christopher Morozoff, Mert Akgun, Ambaye
Akele, Vivienne Kew, Sharbel Nadal, Jose Marchant, Jason Lee, Rachael
Jones, Dawit Abebe, Lulekal Assefa, Anthony Guirguis, Zohaib Khan and
Kindergarten (group entry) were Commended.

• Redeemer Baptist School was awarded a Commendation.
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NSW Board of Studies WriteOn Competition

• Miriam Poyitt won a gold award and Cameron Frost won a silver award.

U3A (University of the 3
rd

Age) Writing Competition

• Madeleine Filson and Ruth Burns were prizewinners in Stage 3.

• Adeline Wibawa and Evelyn Poyitt were prize winners in Stage 2.

AusSIP Employability Award

• Tongaleva Kavaefiafi (nominated by Musica Viva) and Sione
Mapapalangi.

Baulkham Hills Christmas Card Competition

• Ronan Duraisamy won the competition.

UWS School of Science and Health Dean’s Medal

• Awarded to alumni Joel Poyitt and Mursell Cannon, who are both now
teaching at Redeemer.

UWS School of Science and Health Dean’s Merit List

• Recognition given to alumnus Emma Poyitt for outstanding academic
achievement.

UWS College Alumni Merit Scholarship in Business and Commerce

• Awarded to alumnus Alexandra Cannon.

Many of our students have achieved excellence individually and in teams in

inter-school competition and assessment as the following records of sport,

music, NAPLAN, university assessments and tertiary pathways accessible to

our HSC students demonstrate.

Sport—team championships

• The Reid Shield senior boys cricket with Thomas Bailey as captain.

• Nepean Western Zone junior boys cricket with Samuel Suresh as
captain.

• SWISSA senior boys Oztag with David Poyitt as captain.

• SWISSA junior boys Oztag with Michael Galatoula as captain.

• SWISSA intermediate girls netball with Bethany Poyitt as captain.

• SWISSA junior girls netball with Gabrielle Jones as captain

• SWISSA senior boys cricket with Thomas Bailey as captain.

• SWISSA junior boys cricket with Samuel Suresh as captain.
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• SWISSA junior girls softball with Lydia Senico as captain.

• NSW Cricket Association T20 Blast Competition Years 5 & 6 boys, 1st in
Parramatta region, with Anthony Bolton as captain.

• ASISSA Years 5 & 6 boys Oztag, with Steven Galatoula as captain.

• ASISSA Years 5 & 6 boys soccer, with Adam Karvon as captain.

Swimming, Athletics and Cross Country

• In the SWISSA swimming carnival: Nicholas Bolton, Roxan Mina, Aidan
Bailey, Bridget Laverty, Lachlan Bolton, and Andrea Burns were age
champions and Redeemer was the champion school.

• In the SWISSA cross country: Nicholas Bolton, Patricia Varela Diaz,
Michael Jones, Grace Forrester, Aidan Bailey, Bridget Laverty, Bethany
Almeida and Lachlan Bolton were age champions and Redeemer was the
champion school.

• In the SWISSA athletics carnival: Nicholas Bolton, Catherine Cannon,
David Poyitt, Grace Forrester, Aidan Bailey, Martyn Poyitt, Lachlan
Bolton, Gabrielle Jones and Andrea Burns were age champions and
Redeemer was the champion school

• In the ASISSA cross country: Anthony Bolton, Rachael Jones, Marcus
Portelli, Emily Burns, Jordan Ebert and Victoria Garth were selected to
compete in the state CIS cross country.

• In the ASISSA athletics carnival: Junior Savaiko, Cayleb Senico, Carla
Zammit, Aryan Sehgal, Mikalah Zammit and Jordan Ebert won events;
and Evette Khaziran, Vivienne Kew, Rachael Jones, Sarah Kim, Dawit
Abebe, Cassandra Kalule, Caitlin Lievano, Marcus Portelli, Nicholas
Kalule, Nidhi Kukunooru, Evelyn Poyitt and Gregory Burns were also
selected to compete in the state CIS athletics.

Association of Independent Co-Educational Schools (AICES) Sport

• Alexandra Garth represented SWISSA in the Open Girls Basketball;
Daniel Lotu, Michael Galatoula and Alex Nissan represented SWISSA in
U/15 touch football; Daniel Lotu represented AICES in U/15 touch
football.

• Redeemer was placed 3rd out of 59 schools at the AICES athletics
carnival, and our boys were the top performing school.

CIS (Combined Independent Schools) Sport

• Junior Savaiko won gold in Turbojavelin and silver in shot put (primary).

• Nicholas Bolton won silver in javelin and bronze in long jump
(secondary).
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• Lachlan Bolton (discuss), Martyn Poyitt (boys 800m), and Patricia
Varela Diaz (open girls 400m) also represented AICES at the CIS
athletics carnival.

• Daniel Lotu represented NSW at the U/15 Australian Schoolboys Rugby
League Championship.

Tertiary success

• In 2012, 92% of our previous HSC cohort were offered enrolment at
university or vocational colleges.

National Assessment Program—Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN)

• Redeemer students were significantly better represented in the top band
when compared with the rest of the state in each Year tested.

School of Music

• Students sat for AMEB exams to 7th grade in Piano, Clarinet, Violin,
Classical Guitar, Saxophone, Music Craft and Music Theory.

• Andrea Burns, Jiwon Cha, Ronan Duraisamy, Edward Garth, Rachael
Jones, Vivienne Kew, Mary-Anne Poyitt and Miriam Poyitt were awarded
Honours with Distinction.

English, Mathematics, Science and Computer Skills Assessments

conducted by the University of NSW; Australian Geography

Competition conducted by the Royal Geographical Society of

Queensland; Assessment of Language Competence (German)

conducted by ACER

• 21 High Distinctions, including: Sharmila Antonito, William Garth,
Jacqueline Hennessey, Krystina Jones, Gloria Tai, Brittany Hannouch,
Evan Lee, Chanum Torres, Hasini Wakista, Joshua Bhe, James Poyitt and
Mary-Anne Poyitt (Geography); Richard Garth (Geography and
Science); Ellery Behan and Kayley Garth (Science); Sarah Kim
(Mathematics and Computers); Jiwon Cha (Australian Mathematics
Competition, Prize Award); Miriam Poyitt and Evelyn Poyitt (English).

• 40 distinctions

• 167 credits

Many students starred in excellent productions, including: Kindergarten’s

Wise Octopus; the Preparatory School’s It’s Cool in the Furnace; and the

Drama Club’s The Falcon’s Revenge. The Middle School Choir

communicated the Easter message with Fusion and the Schools in Harmony

concerts at Martin Place.
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Redeemer’s staff and facilities continue to be a resource called on by: the

Sydney Symphony Orchestra to produce education kits for their schools

programs and in their use of Sargood Hall for professional development for

teachers; the Board of Studies in the formulation of its response to the new

Australian Curriculum; and the Australian College of Educators with the

informative 21st Century Learning Focus held in Sargood Hall.

The Redeemer school community continues to reach out to other

communities in need as we teach our students—by involvement—the

importance of both perceiving the needs of others and, if possible, meeting

those needs personally.

Redeemer’s Outreach in 2013

Redeemer Principal, Jonathan Cannon—with members of staff and past

students—assisted a medical mission headed by Professor Alice Lee in the

remote PNG Barai tribe which delivered nearly 3,000 vaccinations.

• Year 10 students raised $17,209.45 in their Gala Day program—
including funds raised to assist the Barai medical mission—towards
assisting remote Indigenous youth from Canteen Creek NT, Muli Muli in
northern NSW, and at Barai villages in the Oro Province, PNG.

• School families contributed clothing which was sent to help literacy work
through the Barai Non-formal Education Association.

• Exodus 3v8 singer shared in Sargood Hall about Childcare Kitgum
Servants schools for disadvantaged children in northern Uganda.

• Dr Judy Fitzmaurice shared in Sargood Hall about the work of Pioneers
and the Rumginae Health Centre in PNG

• Redeemer contributed to International Needs work in the Philippines
through Sherwin Mariano.

• The A21 Campaign delivered a presentation in Sargood Hall about their
work to abolish injustice in the 21st century.

• Year 10 students engaged in a program to assist the Wesley Mission food
bank.

• Garfield Barwick School hearing impaired students continued to be
integrated at Redeemer.

• Redeemer has partnered with the Australian Literacy and Numeracy
Foundation (ALNF) to qualify indigenous literacy workers with ASQA
accredited Certificate IV in Early Language and Literacy and Graduate
Certificate in Coding Aboriginal Languages for Indigenous Literacy.

• The Mitchell Youth Leadership Forum was supported by Redeemer with
provision of transport and pastoral leadership.
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The Ongoing Medical Mission in the Barai

I have previously shared the events that were merely foreshadowed in my

Address last year with regard to our involvement in Professor Lee’s medical

mission for the Barai tribe in PNG. Geoff Lee, the Member for Parramatta,

summarised the story in this speech in Parliament:

In July Jonathan Cannon, Principal of Redeemer Baptist School,

took seven of his former students to the remote Barai tribe in the Oro

Province of Papua New Guinea, just north of the Owen Stanley

Range. Their purpose was to provide logistical support for a team of

volunteer doctors and nurses—led by Professor Alice Lee of

Macquarie University Hospital—as they delivered vaccinations to

the whole tribe of about 3,000 souls in accordance with World

Health Organisation and Papua New Guinea Government

protocols. The Redeemer Baptist School community has supported

education initiatives in the villages of the Barai tribe for more than

30 years. Each year it sends boxes of clothing that are sold by the

Barai Non-Formal Education Association to fund literacy

programs, including Bible translation and health education.

Members of the Redeemer Baptist Church also have funded

enrolment positions for Barai children at the school, two of which

have completed education degrees in Papua New Guinea and now

teach in their remote Itokama primary school.

Barai villages have no electricity or running water so last year

student-led fundraising at Redeemer Baptist School enabled the

installation of solar lighting and power at the Itokama School.

Another two Barai Redeemer students have completed vocational

training as paramedics and contribute to health needs in their Barai

villages, which have no access to doctors or nurses—medical help is

about four days walk through tropical jungles. A few years ago,

Professor Lee was asked to treat a Barai student who was studying

in Sydney and whose young mother had died recently in their remote

village without any medical diagnosis or treatment. The boy was

heartbroken, but as Professor Lee treated him she began to envision

how she could help his tribe through a vaccination program.

Professor Lee requested Redeemer’s involvement because of the

longstanding relationship of Redeemer staff and students with the

Barai tribe. So in the first visit in July this year the medical and

school-led teams slept in Barai huts, ate yams and walked up to 20

kilometres each day to deliver more than 3,000 vaccines and

provide general health clinics for all the Barai people. On the first

night the doctors performed life-saving surgery on a girl with a septic

infection in her hand. The surgery has been followed up in Australia
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through the generous support of Dr Paul Curtin and Macquarie

University Hospital. Redeemer Baptist School Principal, Jonathan

Cannon, and Professor Lee, are now organising their next visit to the

Barai next January. Professor Lee said: ‘The Redeemer young

people were amazing, nothing fazed them, they were always on task,

we couldn’t have done it without them.’ In addition to assisting with

general health clinics, Professor Lee’s specific aim is to help the

Barai become hepatitis B free. I commend Redeemer Baptist School

for all its humanitarian work in Papua New Guinea and certainly

for its strong educational and pastoral care for the Parramatta

community. It is one of the area’s outstanding schools. I commend

not only Redeemer Principal Jonathan Cannon, but also his staff

and students. The School’s performance and leadership is a

community beacon.

Indeed, many of you have been a part of this story: from the Year 10 students

who organised their fundraising Gala Day activities which literally

contributed to saving the life of Elvis Ikuo—who is here with us tonight—

Year 10’s efforts will contribute to saving many in the Barai tribe from an early

death caused by vaccine-preventable diseases; to the Doctor who is a school

parent who connected us with his colleague, Dr Paul Curtin, who then gave of

his services so generously to help Elvis regain full use of her hand; to the

parents who generously donated cash to assist with the mission in general and

with the care of Elvis in particular; to the Doctors and nurses who invited us to

collaborate with them in this journey, they now feel like part of our family; and

to all of you, parents and students, who kept interested throughout the

mission and beyond, and whose prayers have been such a blessing to us and to

our friends in PNG.

Once again, this year has been full of blessing. I think that we can confidently

say that we have witnessed something of the good life among us this year as

God has led us and gifted us to do His will. And my prayer is that we all—staff,

students, parents, friends—will never grow weary in responding to the

opportunities that God grants us to share His love and goodness in this needy

world. Mother Teresa once said, and with this I close:

We must not think that our love has to be extraordinary. But we do

need to love without getting tired.

That is the good life! And I pray that this will always be the testimony of those

who get involved in Redeemer Baptist School, that we loved without getting

tired!
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